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Bija Mantras 
The Sounds of the Chakras 

 
In Sanskrit “mantra” translates to “instrument of thought” and consists of a 
sound, syllable, word or group of words that bring awareness and presence while 
awakening emotions and stimulating the mind towards a higher consciousness.    
 
The chakras are six energy wheels located in the subtle body (mind, intelligence 
and ego) that run from the base of the spine to the crown of the head.  The 
movement of the chakras is generated by prana “life force” brought into the body 
by the breath, color therapy, musical notes & mantras.   
 
Mantras associated with the chakra are called Bija mantras which are one-
syllable “seed” sounds when chanted aloud activate the energy of the individual 
chakras bringing physical, mental, emotional and spiritual balance and clarity. 
 
Using chakra mantras during meditation can have a very powerful effect, 

imagine a chakra as an instrument, and the mantra as a tuning fork, strike the tuning fork, and the instrument 
will come into vibrational resonance clearing out any energy that do not share the same resonance. 
 
Instructions: Sit in meditation posture, take a deep breath and on the exhalation chant the chosen mantra/s, 
aloud, repeat six times. 
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Chakras & Bija Mantras 

 
 

Crown Chakra- Sahasrara 
Element- Either (Cold, Dry, Light, Stable) 
Bija Manta- OM, pronounced (Om) is the sound of creation allowing energy to flow upwards. 
OM brings enlightenment and acceptance of the spiritual higher self. 

 
 

Third Eye Chakra- Ajna 
Element- Either (Cold, Dry, Light, Stable) 
Bija Mantra- AUM, pronounced (Om) opens the third eye chakra, the gateway to the soul and 
seat of intuition, bringing inner wisdom passion and purpose.  

 
 

Throat Chakra- Vishuddha 
Element- Either (Cold, Dry, Light, Stable) 
Bija Mantra- HAM, pronounced (HUM) unblocks the throat chakra, opening the physical and 
spiritual voice with the universe and moving towards the highest truth. 

 
 

Heart Center Chakra- Anahata 
Element- Air (Cold, Dry, Light, Mobile) 
Bija Mantra- YAM pronounced (YUM) unlocks and opens the physical, emotional and 
spiritual heart bringing unconditional love, compassion and universal connection. 

 

 

City of Gems Chakra- Manipura 
Element- Fire (Hot, Wet, Light, Mobile) 
Bija Mantra- RAM, pronounced (RUM) and opens your personal power, increasing  
your confidence, bring greater self-control, and releasing negative impulses. 

 
 

Sex Center Chakra- Svadhishtana 
Element- Water (Cold, Wet, Heavy, Mobile) 
Bija Mantra- VAM Pronounced (VUM) is associated with our sexuality, pleasure and creative 
expression, enhances our self-expression and ability to embrace change.  

 
 

Root Chakra- Muladhara 
Element- Earth (Cold, Wet, Heavy, Stable) 
Bija Manta- LAM, pronounced (LUM) is based in the earth element, cleanses impurities, 
brings security and groundedness while relieving stress and fatigue. 


